Rapid evolutionary adaptation has the potential to rescue from extinction populations 40 experiencing environmental changes. Little is known, however, about the impact of 41 short-term environmental fluctuations during long-term environmental deterioration, 42 an intrinsic property of realistic environmental changes. Temporary environmental 43 amelioration arising from such fluctuations could either facilitate evolutionary rescue 44 by allowing population recovery (a positive demographic effect) or impede it by 45 relaxing selection for beneficial mutations required for future survival (a negative 46 population genetic effect). We address this uncertainty in an experiment with 47 populations of a bacteriophage virus that evolved under deteriorating conditions 48 (gradually increasing temperature). Periodic environmental amelioration (short 49 periods of reduced temperature) caused demographic recovery during the early phase 50 of the experiment, but ultimately reduced the frequency of evolutionary rescue. 51 These experimental results suggest that environmental fluctuations could reduce the 52 potential of evolutionary rescue.
Peischl 2013). This may be particularly important when progressive adaptation via 91 fixation of multiple beneficial mutations is needed for populations to survive 92 increasing magnitudes of stress, where later steps of adaptation are contingent on the 93 success of earlier ones (Martin et al. 2013) . In such cases, the negative effect of 94 environmental amelioration on evolutionary adaptation may amplify through time 95 ( Fig. S1 ). With these antagonistic effects, the net impact of temporary 96 environmental amelioration on evolutionary rescue is not easy to predict, and merits 97 careful examination.
98
Here we report an experimental evolution study that addresses this question. 99 We use populations of a lytic bacteriophage infecting the bacterium Pseudomonas 100 fluorescens. In a previous study, we showed that evolutionary adaptation could 8 and (ii) periodic amelioration, which differed from the 'no periodic amelioration' 146 treatment in that, within each 3-transfer step, the second transfer experienced 0.4 ºC 147 lower temperature (Fig. 1 The observed pattern in population persistence is consistent with our hypothesis 205 that the negative effect of periodic amelioration on evolutionary rescue should be 206 stronger when accumulation of multiple beneficial mutations is required for 207 adaptation in progressively deteriorating environments (see Introduction and Fig. S1 ).
208
The amelioration treatment showed a significantly negative effect on the chance of 209 population persistence at the end of the experiment when the environment was 210 severely stressful (transfer 20, and 31.4 ºC; 76 extinction events in total; GLMM, 211 11 amelioration, z = -2.86, P = 0.004; bottleneck size, z = -3.53, P < 0.001, interaction, z 212 = -0.003, P = 0.997), but did not have an impact at the mid-point of the experiment 213 when the environment was only mildly harsh (transfer 10, and 30.2 ºC; 26 extinction 214 events in total; GLMM, amelioration, z = -0.007, P = 0.994; bottleneck size, z = 215 -0.008, P = 0.994, interaction, z = 0.007, P = 0.994). is likely to reduce the chance of evolutionary rescue (Bell 2013; Lindsey et al. 2013 ).
245
Our study shows that periodic environmental amelioration can also limit evolutionary 246 rescue. Taken together, these results imply that the potential for rapid evolutionary 247 adaptation to mitigate biodiversity loss might be limited in the face of increased 248 climate variability.
249
In our experiment, temporary environmental amelioration could cause 250 demographic recovery during the early stage of the experiment (Fig. 2) , but ultimately 251 reduced the chance of evolutionary rescue in the late stage ( Fig. 1) . It is likely that 252 evolutionary rescue in this experimental system was mainly limited by the fixation, (Fig. S1 ). This is consistent with our observations: environmental amelioration 314 treatment did not show a significant effect on population survival at the mid-point of 315 the experiment when the environmental stress was relatively mild, but showed a 316 negative effect at the end of the experiment when the environment became very harsh.
317
Therefore it will be helpful to explicitly consider evolutionary paths in future studies 318 of evolutionary rescue (Lindsey et al. 2013) .
319
The effect of evolutionary rescue in mitigating biodiversity loss can be 320 particularly relevant to microbes, of which we may observe adaptive evolution in real bacteria cells, and grown for 48 h at 31 ºC. None of these phage lines showed 560 positive growth at 31 ºC. This suggests that adaptation to temperature above 31 ºC 561 need accumulation of at least two beneficial mutations.
562
We investigated whether adaptation to high temperature incurred fitness costs in 563 terms of growth performance at lower temperature in our experimental system. were used for assessing the population growth profiles. The log-transformed 575 measurements were used to fit a three-phase linear model for microbial growth 576 (Buchanan et al. 1997; Novak et al. 2006 
